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Editorial Doug George
Earlier this year council approved the purchase of a new digital setting circle for the 
Indian River Observatory 16-inch. Before I could finish investigating which unit to 
purchase, one of our members donated several pieces of equipment, including an 
NGC-MAX. Fred Lossing, Bill Dey, Robin Molson, and I were able to come up with a 
simple way to attach the encoders to the telescope. Following our design, Paul 
Boltwood machined two pieces which interfaced the shafts on the encoders to the 
existing telescope mechanics. The device is now installed and fully operational. A 
slight problem exists in that the unit does not understand that its mounting point on 
the telescope is sidereally driven. On my next visit, I will be upgrading the EPROM in 
the unit to a version which understands this fact. The unit will have to be initialized 
by using two star fixes, but this is a minor inconvenience. The unit is very powerful 
yet quite simple to operate. I have included simple operating instructions in an article 
later in this issue. Operating instructions will also be left in the clubhouse.

Fred Lossing also helped re-collimate the telescope. Previous attempts had failed 
because of an interesting feature of the telescope - the secondary is not elliptical. It is 
larger on the bottom to accommodate the wider light cone. This is an interesting 
design feature not found on any other telescope I know of! With the telescope 
collimated correctly the images have improved, and there is no longer a "sweet spot" 
in the positioning of the turret.

With these improvements, the 16-inch is once again fully functional. In fact, it now is 
even easier to use since the NGC-MAX can help people locate objects - from a 
database of thousands - in just a few seconds.

The user demand for the telescope is not what it was. These days many of our 
members have large telescopes; at least six have telescopes in the same size class. 
However, the IRO telescope is still an excellent instrument. It is very simple to 
operate, and quick to set up. I encourage everyone to make use of this excellent 
facility.

Social Notes
Congratulations to Gary & Rose Anne Mussar who expect an increase in their family 
size sometime soon...

Congratulations also to Rob McCallum and Mary Geekie who are getting married on 
September 4. (The nerve of them skipping an Observers' Group Meeting!)

Remember - Membership Fees are Due next month!
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Event Horizons
Oct. 2 Observers' Group Meeting - Carleton University, Herzberg

Building room 352, 8:00 pm. Note Location.

O c t .1 6  October Centre Meeting - Louis Noreau speaking on the JCMT.
Sept. 18 Carleton University, Steacie Building room 103, 8:00 pm.

Nov. 6 Observers' Group Meeting - Carleton University, Steacie Building
room 103, 8:00 pm.

NGC-MAX Quick Start Guide Doug George
This is a quick introduction to the NGC-MAX for users of the IRO 16-inch. This is 
not an exhaustive guide, but I will be putting a copy of the manual in the clubhouse.

Please power off the unit when not in use, except in the winter. In the winter it will be 
necessary to leave the unit powered-on to maintain the temperature of the electronics. 
If the unit will not operate due to cold, it will have to be warmed up in the clubhouse 
before use. (If this becomes a problem I will install an electric heater).

To initialize, turn the unit on using the power switch on the front panel. There are 
five buttons. A small button labeled "dim" adjusts the display brightness. Normally 
this is left on low to preserve your night vision. The remaining four buttons are 
labeled "mode", "enter", "up", and "down". On power-up the device will be indicating 
"align" mode. Press enter to activate the mode, and using the up and down keys, select 
the name of a convenient star. Do not use Polaris for the first star. Center the star in 
the telescope and press the enter button. A bright "star" will appear in the center of 
the display for a second to indicate that the unit has aligned. A second star is required 
before the unit can be used; simply repeat the above procedure. Note that the stars 
should be well-separated; perhaps one in the east and one in the west.

Now press the mode key until the RA/Dec mode appears, and then press enter. The 
position of the telescope is now displayed. You may explore the other modes at your 
leisure, or read about them in the manual. The NGC-MAX is capable of directing you 
to many different objects, including Messier, NGC, planets, stars, and other catalog 
objects. It can display details about objects including magnitude, size, type, a 
description, and page in Uranometria. You can also instruct the device to display the 
closest galaxy (or other object) to the telescope field. Please do not change the settings 
in the "setup" mode. The device remembers what you set even with the power off. If 
someone else has messed it up, the correct settings are in the IRO log and in the 
manual.

Have fun!
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Centre Meeting

Louis Noreau

JCMT:
A New W indow 

on the Universe

Carleton University ,  
Steacie 103, 8:00 PM

The James Clerke Maxwell Telescope is a revolutionary new telescope operating in 
the little-explored sub-millimetre wave band. Canada is funding part of the telescope's 
operation in return for a portion of the observing time. Louis Noreau will discuss the 
history, site, enclosure, telescope, receiver, data analysis, and the type of science done

with the JCMT.
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F ocus Scientific (1 9 7 5 )  L td.
Science Astronomy Nature - Optics 

1054 Bank S t, Ottawa, On. K1S-3X2 
(613)236-7767 236-7800 FAX 233-2054

New Products
Meade APD 4" APO Refractor now on display $2,395.00

New Meade entry level scopes featuring a new equatorial head, 
aluminum legs, 6 x 30 finders and 1.25" oculars:

Meade 90 mm refractor $699.95

Meade 115 mm refractor $499.95

Special Offer from Celestron, until September 3 0 ,  1992:

Classic 8 now includes a heavy tripod (a $330 value) $1399.95 
Order before September 30 - complete package

Used Products
We have an excellent selection of pre-owned scopes, including:

5" D & G refractor on TeleVue tripod 

Meade LX-6 2120 

Celestron Ultima 8

Bulletins
Expected imminently: Lumicon and 1000 Oaks filters; 9x63 Celestron 

binoculars; Adlerblick 7x50 binoculars.

This is the year of ED glass -  you can purchase an ED refractor as low as 
$399.95 or ED binoculars for as little as $499.95.

Free Customer Parking
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NMO to IRO Part III 
The Move

Robert Dick

Well I guess I've delayed long enough. You may remember my last two installments in 
this series. They described the preparations for the relocation of North Mountain 
Observatory to its present location at Indian River.

The telescope was removed from the observatory on August 19, 1977 until mid 
September. During this 'down time' the mechanics of the telescope were overhauled 
and improvements were made to the mounting. This made the telescope easier to use 
and reduced the time for vibrations to die out if the telescope is knocked.

On August 20 the roof was lifted off the walls of the observatory and the steel rails 
were removed. The actual move of the club house and observatory roof was scheduled 
for the following weekend of August 27. We were impatient - perhaps too impatient.

The day of the move began with overcast skies. This was an omen!

In the first chapter of this tale (AstroNotes for April 1992) I mentioned the effort we 
went through to learn and understand what had to be done to relocate an observatory. 
Here I want to emphasize that no detail is too insignificant to be considered and 
reviewed. It was the responsibility of the team involved in the project to understand all 
aspects of the project.

We were doing our homework but as the project neared completion some of the 'minor' 
details were 'deferred'. Then entered Murphy's Law - whatever can go wrong, will go 
wrong. The finer details of the move were left to the contractor. After all he knew what 
he was doing - didn't he?

Unfortunately we didn't know enough about moving buildings to appreciate what 
problems could arise. Without this knowledge we couldn't remind, or advise, the 
contractor of what had to be done.

Perhaps it was because of our thorough management of the rest of the project that the 
contractor thought that we had looked after the minor details. Perhaps he thought that 
we had applied for the moving permit and that we had reported our route to the police. 
This paper work was necessary so that the Ontario Provincial Police would be aware of 
the potential disruption of traffic.

For whatever reason, these details slipped through the thin cracks in the 
responsibilities of our little team of movers. They were missed but not for long because 
the OPP was out that day and the result could be anticipated. A dramatized version of 
what happened had been slanderously reported by the former Doug "The Hat" Welch 
(now respectfully referred to as Professor Welch by we mere mortals).
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The sight of our little caravan 
must have been partially 
responsible for our problems. A 
truck, that is usually used for 
cartage to and from 
construction sites, was topped 
with a pert little roof that 
extended over its sides. The 
truck towed a flat bed trailer 
supporting a 'cute' little white 
cabin. Leading and following 
this strange assemblage was a 
rag tag assortment of cars and 
vans filled with cheerful 
youngsters and blissfully happy, 
though naive, organizers.

The first time we were stopped 
was only a few miles from 
NMO. Somehow a few of our 

senior members convinced the peace officer that we should continue on our way. 
(Those more intimately involved with the delicate negotiations will have to fill in these 
details. I was hiding). They must have been very eloquent because we were allowed to 
carry on.

Unfortunately our diplomats were only partially successful. We were again stopped on 
county road #4, five miles south of North Gower. This time we could go no further. 
The police ordered us to halt at Cedar Grove, a small parking lot for the large cedar 
forest.

The cargo of our little caravan was unloaded. The observatory roof was slid off the 
truck. We didn't know how long it would have to sit there, so to avoid rot we set it 
down on cinder blocks. The building was jacked off the flat bed trailer and down onto 
more cinder blocks. It made a lonely and shameful sight, especially for those 
responsible for the big move.

The next week we were back to the telephones to find out how to get the buildings to 
the Indian River site. The reason we used the contractor we did was because of cost. 
When we got back to the more expensive movers they took pity on us. The company 
that had been recommended to us gave us a lower price, since the buildings were now 
somewhat closer to Indian River. This company, the Drummond Brothers of Almonte 
picked up the clubhouse building and the observatory roof and moved them to a 
secured enclosure at Almonte.

The Drummond Brothers delivered the clubhouse on Saturday, September 3 without 
any of the problems we had suffered. Seventeen members and friends were there to
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assist if necessary. It was not necessary. In fact we were probably more of a hindrance 
than a help.

The roof was delivered on Monday, September 5 .1 took a few hours off work to be at 
the site when it arrived. I was joined by Rolf Meier, Rob McCallum, Jon Buchanan, 
Mike Roony and Doug Somers. Two men who worked for the Drummonds arrived 
with the observatory roof on a flat bed. They used a small crane on the back of the 
truck to position the roof over the steel rails of the observatory walls. Within about 15 
minutes the roof was in place.

The following two weekends were used to connect the steel rails for the observatory 
roof to the clubhouse. Other work included the preparation of the walk paths, the 
spreading of more gravel, the planting of more grass seed and other minor, but time 
consuming tasks.

The telescope was installed in its new home on September 24 and all was made ready 
for the re-dedication of the facility on October 8.

The Dedication
The official opening took place on October 8, 1977. To help celebrate the event, Cathy 
Hall prepared a cake with the likeness of the observatory drawn in the icing. The late 
Dr. C.S. Beals, at that time our honorary president, did the honors. Unfortunately, 
there was a soft drizzle of rain that evening so we crowded into the 12' x 12' 
clubhouse. There, Dr. Beals officially opened the observatory. In his dedication he 
praised the efforts of all those who gave up their weekends and spare time to complete 
the project.

In other remarks, our Centre President, Fred Lossing, and Peter MacKinnon, (Vice- 
President and the Chairman of the Observatory Relocation Committee) thanked all 
those who contributed to the project. Although there were no stars to view and the 
audience was small, those who were in attendance left the short ceremony content that 
the job was well done and all our efforts were worthwhile."

The opening was further celebrated the following night with the fifth annual Deep Sky 
Weekend. Mr. Rivington, who installed the electrical wires, attended the Star Night. 
Although the skies cleared for only a half hour of observing, the evening was 
memorable for those who could attend.

What Has Happened Since Then?
The Indian River Observatory exceeded the standards set by its precursor, North 
Mountain Observatory. The telescope has been used by members with great results. 
Most famous of these are the five comets that have been discovered by Rolf Meier and 
Doug George using the instrument.

In the past Ottawa earned the reputation as an 'Observing Centre' as opposed to those 
Centres that only get together at meetings. The skies are still good at the site and with
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virtually year round access, the observatory can still be the center of activity for the 
Ottawa Centre.

The Ottawa Centre is the strongest group in Canada. The attendance of the Observers 
Group is growing larger. The interests of our members are deep and varied. The 40 
cm telescope is still one of the largest and most well out-fitted amateur telescopes in 
the country. The observatory is being expanded with several other telescopes that will 
be available to the membership.

Yet, all is not well.

It is surprising that our observatory is not used as much as it was in the past. Only a 
few members make use of the observatory and its 40 cm telescope. I hope this series of 
articles, on the development of the Indian River Observatory and the activities of 
fifteen years ago, will stimulate our members. I hope they will make greater use of the 
facilities that so many people have struggled to develop and maintain. We are very 
lucky to have our observatory so let's put it to use and enjoy the night sky.

If you have any comments on how to expand the use of Indian River Observatory 
please let me know. You can also contact Rick Wagner (830-9096), Dave Lauzon 
(831-3751) or Robin Molson (224-3082). We want to have the observatory benefit all 
our members.

Star dot Star Land David Lambe

Well, it's been two months since the last Star dot Star Land article appeared in 
AstroNotes. And just what has your fearless product reviewer done with all that spare 
time? Gotten behind in his work -  that's what! More products are in the queue and 
the In-Basket has become rather intimidating. Several additional reviewers have been 
pressed into service and it may be conceivably possible to get to the bottom of the pile 
sometime before our 2000.0 star catalogs become current.

Products in the queue include: a beta-copy of PEEP, a Planetary Event and Eclipse 
Predictor; Deep Space 3D; the latest version of Voyager, to be reviewed on the Amiga 
computer; and a certain number of shareware programs. Initially, I intended this 
month's review to examine the Windows version of T h e _Sky, a full-featured 
planetarium product with a truly huge database of stars. After our intrepid reviewer 
reported a few bugs, however, the product vendor sent in a new version, throwing our 
schedule out the window. Next month, for sure! (Hmmm ... this is all sounding very 
familiar, somehow. Maybe Jerry Pournelle created his own problems in the same 
fashion).

Therefore - the product reviewed this month is a shareware product called Astronomy 
Lab for Windows (version 1.07) put out by Personal MicroCosms, located in 
Greenwood Village, Colorado. The product reviewed here was downloaded via
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modem from a local bulletin board. It arrived as a compressed file of 210k bytes, 
which expanded to files totaling 513k bytes. The designer has managed to pack a very 
large number of features into what is [for a Windows program] a small amount of code 
and data.

It is not a comprehensive planetarium program like Distant Suns. That's good, 
because it produces a considerable amount of information that no other product 
reviewed to date has provided. Essentially, Astronomy Lab creates 3 types of reports 
and displays. The first is a series of text reports that would be similar to the 
information you might find in the centre pages of Astronomy Magazine. The reports 
in this first section are: Introduction (to abbreviations used in all reports); a Calendar 
of astronomical events (Sun Rise and Set, Moon Rise and Set, Solar Eclipses, Lunar 
Eclipses, Moon Phases, and Equinoxes & Solstices); Seasons; Dates of Easter; Lunar 
Eclipses; Solar Eclipses; Planet View Info; Planet Apsides; Planet 
Conjunctions/Oppositions; Planet Data; Moon Apsides; Meteor Showers; Twilight; 
and an Almanac (a large report consisting of all of the preceding reports).

The second type of reports are Graphs, again reminiscent of the tables you might find 
in the centre of your favorite magazine (your favorite magazine is related to your 
astronomical interest, isn't it?). These graphs are: Jupiter Moon's Orbit, Planet Orbit, 
Planet Magnitude, Planet Illumin Fract (the fraction of any planet illuminated on a 
specified range of date), Planet Diameter (as viewed through a 'scope on any date), 
Planet Distance, Planet Angle, Equation of Time (the difference between mean time 
and apparent time over one year), Day Length, Sun Angle, Sun Shadow, Sunrise, 
Moon Angular Speed, and Moon Illumin Fract.

The final class of displays are Movies a series of animations that simulate a host of 
astronomical events. The types of Movies are: a Planetarium, Jupiter Moons ( Side or 
Top view), the Ecliptic (Side or Top view), Day/Night shadow zones on the earth, and 
Binary Stars (only 10 of the best known). In any of the animations you can make 
apparent time speed up, slow down, or reverse - all while deciding whether to zoom in 
or out. Objects being animated can be commanded to leave trails behind as they move.

For all of the three types of displays you can specify your location and a range of dates 
to be used for the reports. All can be displayed on screen, transferred to the Windows 
Clipboard or sent to the printer.

And what does all this performance cost? As little as nothing, and not more that $30 
dollars in US. funds. The way shareware works, the author of the program distributes 
it through bulletin boards and by encouraging current owners to provide unmodified 
copies of it to others at no cost. If the new user finds the program useful, he or she in 
encouraged to voluntarily send the author a specified fee, in this case $30 US. In 
exchange for your $30, you will receive:

• Astronomy Lab User's Guide (87 pages, professionally typeset and printed, 
spiral bound).

• a disk containing the latest version of Astronomy Lab.
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• Personal MicroCosms' customer support telephone number.

• Notification by mail when future versions of Astronomy Lab are available.

In summary, this is a excellent program for any active observer. There are a host of 
features in this product which would take too many pages to describe in detail. If you 
are a Windows user, this program has to be considered a "must have" item. Try it first 
as shareware. The only cost will be your own time.

The Grand Tour - Part I Doug George
In November of last year, I traveled with Ajai Sehgal to Tucson, Arizona for a 
conference on astronomical data analysis. I enjoy the rare astronomical trip here and 
there, but obviously I was not prepared for 1992...

In January, Peter Ceravolo (let's call him "Voyager I") asked me ("Voyager II") if I 
wanted to go to the Texas Star Party. He was invited down there to give a talk on 
optical quality, and wanted me to tag along to add my observational experiences to his 
talk. I had always wanted to go to the TSP, and the Arizona skies I had glimpsed 
earlier had me salivating for more. So I said "Yes". The resulting snowball effect had 
the two of us, along with various quantities of other Ottawa Centre members, traveling 
this year to all kinds of astronomical events: TSP; the Riverside Telescope Maker's 
Conference in Big Bear, California; the Gateway to the Universe camping weekend in 
North Bay; and of course StarFest in Mount Forest, Ontario. This month I'll describe 
the TSP trip.

Mercedes, Peter,
Darlene, Ajai, and I 
headed off together for 
Texas. The motto for 
air travel to the 
southern states is, "you 
can't get there from 
here" - several hops 
were required. At each 
stop we watched from 
the window as the 
baggage handlers 
literally threw our 
telescopes into the 
baggage cart. It is no 
exaggeration to say I 
saw my telescope case 
thrown over six feet! 
The damage to the
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telescope was minor, except for the case which was a virtual write-off.

Upon arriving in El Paso, Texas, we discovered that the town had a reputation for 
being more than a little rough! We headed for the hills as soon as possible, in a 
convoy of little rental cars. It's a great trip through the mountains (not recommended 
for nervous drivers!) to tiny Fort Davis. Tiny is the word-the TSP registrants 
increased the population of the entire county by 35 percent! All to the good - there's 
almost no light pollution and the skies are beautiful.

Upon arriving at the Prude Ranch, we found we knew quite a few people - the place 
was full of Canadians! This included Bob and Cathy Breckenridge from Edmonton, 
and John Thompson from Ottawa, and a host of others. David Levy also put in an 
appearance. We also met a lot of people from all over. The TSP is a great place to 
hobnob with the "big names" - only serious people make the trip to this remote 
location.

One person we met as soon as we arrived was one of. the organizers, Barbara Wilson. 
She is well-known for tracking down "unobservable" objects with her large, beautifully 
made Dobsonian telescope. She also has inexhaustible supplies of southern 
hospitality. Aside from showing us the sights in her telescope, she showed us how to 
roll our bandannas so we could pull them up quickly when the dust devils hit. (We 
thought she was exaggerating until one hit Ajai and I out on the telescope field - the 
thing absolutely pureed a tent!).

The TSP has a week- 
long format, so you're 
almost certain to get 
some good, clear 
weather. The other 
activities all start in the 
afternoon so you are free 
to stay up all night, 
which is exactly what we 
did. The weather at TSP 
changes dramatically at 
times. Even stranger 
things happen when the 
clouds roll in during 
observing: the "laser
wars". This involves 
beaming out incredibly 
intense flashes of light 
using large telescopes. These things can light up nearby mountains! Strangely 
enough you can see a pulse rise from the telescope if it's pointed into the sky. I still 
don't understand that one -  I thought light traveled at the speed of light! Wars develop 
between competing factions, as they tty to blind their opponents. The most notorious
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of these devices is the "Stealth Nagler Type II". It is a transparent tube several feet 
long stuffed with electronics and a wicked-looking flash tube. It goes in the eyepiece 
of any handy large telescope (not a rare commodity at TSP) and turns it into a deadly 
"laser wars" weapon.

When it is clear, the 
views are tremendous. 
You don't have to worry 
about your night vision, 
because white lights are 
banned from TSP. You 
can start your night with 
the huge globular cluster 
Omega Centauri
(pronounced "oh-mi- 
god"). NGC5128 
(Centaurus A) is the 
most bizarre galaxy I 
have ever seen. I've 
seen many pictures of it, 
but I was not prepared 
for the sight of a 
hamburger floating in 
space. I even looked 

farther into space than I ever have before - at a gravitationally-lensed quasar! Tell the 
professional astronomers to move over, we're taking over their turf.

Unfortunately we never did spot Gomez's Hamburger (a proto-planetary disk). There 
is an official list of "ain't-no" objects which no one is supposed to be able to observe. 
The list has frustrated many an observer, although some items are just there for 
humour. Someone slipped up though, because two people actually managed to observe 
one of the objects. They were awarded special certificates, printed in black ink on 
black paper.

The talks were very good. Nightly keynote speakers included Richard Berry, Peter 
Ceravolo, and Eugene Shoemaker. The afternoon sessions were also excellent. And 
the organization of the conference was at once laid-back and efficient. Even the food 
was tasty and inexpensive (especially, the food in town).

The TSP must be one of the best amateur astronomy get-togethers in all of North 
America. I highly recommend it.

Doug and Peter hobnob with Richard Berry 
and Barbara Wilson
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AstroSearch No. 1 Solution L.E. Whalen

Solution:
Hertzsprung-Russell

The 1992 General Assembly Robert Dick
This year's General Assembly was held in Calgary between Wednesday, July 1 and 
Sunday, July 5. This was longer than most GAs. On most years the activities tend to be 
concentrated on three days, Friday to Sunday. But the Calgary Centre organized a very 
good and entertaining list of activities that kept us all busy. Eight members of the 
Ottawa Center attended.

It started with the Canada Day fireworks on the Wednesday night. On Thursday they 
provided transportation to the Royal Tyrrell Museum. Along the way we stopped at the 
Buffalo jump. The edge of the cliff provided a prop for a case study in geology, as 
many layers of rock were exposed. The RTM is a very popular place for anyone 
interested in dinosaurs. Many fossil skeletons were set up and on display. After several
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hours of walking around and reading the captions I felt I was about to 'Overdose on 
Dinosaurs'.

Later that evening we were entertained with the Helen Sawyer Hogg Public Lecture. It 
was given by Dr Alan Hildebrand of Ottawa. Many members in Ottawa had the 
opportunity of hearing this presentation during our May Lecture Meeting. This was 
followed by a wine and cheese party in the Discovery Hall of the Calgary Planetarium.

We had formidable company. There were numerous animated dinosaur models 
throughout the room. They were moving about, moaning, growling, screeching and 
whimpering. Their noises blended nicely with the chatter of some of our RASC 
members.

There were also tours to Banff and Lake Louise. But for your Representatives to 
National Council, Paul Comision and me, it was a business day. Our council meeting 
lasted from 10 am until dinner and numerous items were discussed and voted on.

The meeting included the presentation of reports from the various committees and the 
editors of the Society's publications. One item of note was the disposition of a $7,000 
profit from last year's Solar Eclipse expedition to Mexico. This money will be used for 
public relations toward the solar eclipse of 1994 that will pass through southern 
Ontario. It will be managed by Randy Attwood and Mike Watson of Toronto. They are 
very experienced in solar eclipses and dealing with the media.

A report on the Beginning Observer's Guide was presented and a committee was 
created to more effectively market the product. They will be reporting back to Council 
in early October to recommend on the next production run for the book. Leo Enright, 
who has put so much of his time into the publication was thanked for his efforts and 
will be advising the committee. He encouraged individual members to personally 
market the book to stores, schools and other groups in our community.

There was a motion that surprised me. It directed the finance committee to develop 
and propose a balanced budget. It surprised me because I would have thought that the 
purpose of the committee was to do just that. At any rate, it will probably make the 
operations of the society much more financially responsible.

After the business of the council was completed we joined the rest of the delegates for 
a barbecue, the Murphy Slide Show and the infamous Song Contest. (Some of our 
members can take embarrassment very well). Then at 9 pm we headed out on visits to 
two observatories in the area. One is operated by the University of Calgary and the 
second by the Calgary Center. There was intermittent rain so no observing was done, 
but the facilities were very well designed for public education and observing.

Saturday was the day for the paper sessions. I presented a paper based on the shadow 
band observations that I recorded during last year's solar eclipse using the instrument 
built by Paul Boltwood. This was followed by the main banquet, the presentation of the 
society awards and prizes for entries in the various competitions during the GA. I was
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surprised to receive an award for my display about Shadow Band. The prize was a 
plaque and a Nagler Eyepiece! (Thank you very much).

The actual General Assembly is a business meeting, although we generally remember 
the GA by all the other activities. This meeting was held on Sunday. The most 
important event during this meeting was the voting down of the proposed increase in 
membership fees. This was the first GA in which proxies from members were used 
with such an important affect.

There were two votes. The first was on the proposed motion for a fee increase to $40. 
It was rejected by the membership. A second motion for the fees to be increased to $36 
was also defeated. The result of this will probably be felt in the next year as the finance 
committee, under the new treasurer, Mr Terry Hicks of Kingston, submits their budget. 
There are bound to be cut backs in the expenses of the society but these should not 
have too much of an affect on the Ottawa Center. (However, I'm am prepared to 'eat 
my words' in a year's time).

The preliminary report of the membership survey was presented. There was no great 
surprises but the information will be useful in the development of priorities for next 
year's budget. I personally encourage everyone to complete the survey, it was bound in 
the RASC Bulletin. Please fill it out and send it in. The National Office will continue 
to accept them up to the end of this year. They have had a statistically good response 
(about 10%) but the more they receive with thoughtful comments and 
recommendations the better the Society will become.

After the General Assembly Meeting on Sunday the new National Council took over 
from the previous council. During this second National Council Meeting, old 
committees were re-configured and new ones were created and staffed. We adjourned 
until the next meeting in early October.

That night we were treated to the world famous Calgary Stampede. Its reputation is 
well founded. We watched nine chuck wagon races - they are more exciting than I 
thought. These were followed by the Grande Stand Show. It nearly knocked my socks 
off - but that's another story.

The next GA will be in Halifax. The Halifax Center has always entertained us well 
when they have hosted the GA. So, I encourage you all to consider spending part of 
your vacation at next year's GA.

July Observers Group Meeting Estelle Rother
Brian McCullough opened the meeting at 8:20 with an introduction to the Society and 
a welcome to all. A few announcements followed. Do not forget the Observer of the 
Year award. Get your observing logs to Brian or to David Lauzon. No attendance 
sheet was passed around, but Peter James supplied the count of 44 people. And while
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cleaning the library, Gary Mussar discovered a limited supply of RASC buttons. They 
are available for the original price of $ 1 while the supply lasts.

Brian McCullough began by showing slides taken by John Ellis of Astronomy Day. 
Brian thanked all those who helped.

Gary Susick, the deep sky coordinator, discussed periodicals dedicated to deep sky 
observing. The Deep Sky Observers' Guide is no longer published, but the entire set of 
32 issues is still available. Gary and Paul Comision each have a complete set. Each 
issue looked at a constellation and included information about double and variable 
stars as well as field drawings through different size telescopes. The set is available 
for US $79 (about CDN $120) from the following address:

PO box 35
Natrona Heights PA 15065

Gary then showed slides taken by Frank Roy. These included M20 (Trifid nebula), 
M17 (the swan or omega nebula), M11 (the wild duck nebula), the North American 
nebula, the veil nebula and several H  II regions.

Doug Luoma described his experience with photographing the lunar eclipse. It was 
cloudy in Timmins, but just 10 minutes before the eclipse the sky began to clear. 
There are two things that cannot be controlled: the weather (it turned out OK) and 
Murphy’s Law (Doug used the wrong exposure for the first two shots). Doug planned 
to take pictures every 10 minutes for the three hour duration of the eclipse. This 
would give him a total of 20 exposures, but with bracketing he used a total of three 
rolls of Kodachrome 200 film. When he exposed for the disk, the edge of the moon 
was dark. And when he exposed for the terminator, the image was more detailed but 
the limb was over exposed. Doug observed a very dark eclipse. The next event is a 
full eclipse on December 9.

Brian McCullough announced that Doug Luoma would be replacing RoseAnn Mussar 
as solar coordinator. RoseAnn has been the solar coordinator for over three years and 
in addition, she is now managing the library.

Robin Molson reminded us of the IRO observatory gate combination: 10-35-48. Also, 
49 out of 52 voted NO to the fee increase. He also suggested that if you do not receive 
your issue of Sky and Telescope, then perhaps its label went elsewhere. It seems that 
the labels are not very sticky and Robin received an issue with two different labels.

Doug George was interviewed by the Kanata newspaper and it made the front page.

And a final request from RoseAnn: please return any long overdue library books that 
you may have.
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This is a photograph of Comet Shoemaker-Levy near M81 and M82 by Terence 
Dickinson, taken quickly between cloud banks! The comet is in the upper right 
comer, the galaxies are at the bottom. This was taken on July 6/7 from Yarker, 

Ontario with a 300 mm f/2.8 lens, at 3.5 minutes on Scotchcrome 1600.

August Observers' Group Meeting Estelle Rother
David Lauzon opened the meeting at 8:15 by welcoming everyone and announcing 
that this has been the worst summer for observing since the 1860s. So far there have 
been only 9 observing nights. Fortunately, one of these nights was the star party at 
Pinhey's Point. Gary Mussar still has some RASC buttons for sale at $ 1 each. They 
are about the same size as a loony, so it is a good trade.

Dave Luoma, the solar coordinator, noted that solar observing has not been good 
either. He had some filters and things available for people to examine after the 
meeting.

Since many people were away the last meeting, Brian McCullough presented an 
abbreviated version of the slides taken at Astronomy Day.

Doug George presented a talk on CCD image processing and began with slides taken 
using the Kitt Peak 4-metre telescope and a 4K x 4K Ford chip. Reality for an 
amateur is not so grand - the Lynxx CCD offers lower resolution using a 165 x 192 
pixel chip.
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Film has a higher resolution but is non-linear, while a CCD has lower resolution and 
is very linear. A CCD is also more sensitive to light: a 1 minute CCD exposure is 
equivalent to a 20 minute exposure with film. It provides almost instant results. A 
CCD image allows for digital processing which can be used for photometry and 
astrometry.

Image processing is necessary to obtain the best results from a CCD image. It makes 
better use of the data and can overcome the limits of the camera, telescope, and 
computer. However, there are limitations. The chips always have some defects and 
there are several types of noise (thermal, dark current, photon and quantization noise). 
Blurring results from the way the information is read from the chips. Blooming is 
caused by too much light entering the camera. The optics also have limitations: 
wavefront error, collimation, and guiding errors. And there are also limitations in the 
computer display. Many of these problems are fixed by image processing.

The basic CCD corrections include bias frame (which is always there and is subtracted 
from the image), flat fielding (divide a flat white image into the image to ensure the 
pixels are even across the frame), and thermal frame (a chip accumulates thermal 
noise; variations in thermal sensitivity is eliminated by subtracting an exposure of 
nothing from the image).

Contrast enhancement techniques include basic stretching, log rescaling and 
histogram equalization (used to reduce dynamic range while conserving contrast). 
Doug showed slides of M87. The optical jet was visible in the image when contrast 
enhancement was used.

Median filtering is used to filter out noise. In this technique, each pixel is compared 
with its neighbors and the median value is used. Low pass spatial filtering is used to 
smooth the image. A high pass filter is used to sharpen an image. Unsharp masking, 
or holomorphic processing, is a spatial filtering technique which subtracts gross 
brightness variations while leaving fine detail intact.

And finally, there is deconvolution. Maximum entropy deconvolution is an iterative 
process that removes blurring while suppressing noise. It corrects a blurred image that 
results when light passes through the atmosphere and the telescope optics.

Brian Burke discussed upcoming occultations, including one later this month. The 
lunar grazing occultations can be observed from just south of Ottawa and will occur on 
a weekend, it will probably rain! An observer needs a telescope, a tape recorder, and a 
short wave radio. An asteroidal occultation will occur on September 12, but 
unfortunately, there will be a full moon.

George Ayer discussed his observations of Nova Cygni. It is the easiest variable to 
find. There have been 24 bright novas this century and 60 percent of these have been 
in the area of Cygnus. There are recurrent, fast and slow novas. Nova Cygni is 
considered to be a fast nova. George began his observations on May 19 and has been 
able to plot his observations to within 0.1 magnitude. He has also been observing X
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Camelopardalis for the past 28 months. The star is not truly regular in period or 
amplitude. One reason George chose this star is because it is near Polaris and so can 
be observed year round.

Cathy Hall, our traveling sales person, had several RASC golf shirts and crests for 
sale. New items, including turtle necks and toques, will be available soon.

Lately, Paul Comision has been discussing money instead of astronomy. He noted that 
the Ottawa Center is typical of RASC centers - 94 percent voted against the fee 
increase at the GA. Thanks to all who participated in the proxy vote. And what about 
the Journal? High production costs result from the type of paper. Also, it is not 
produced in a regular magazine size and must be cut to size. The next council 
meeting is in October. Since fees cannot be raised, expenses will have to be cut. Paul 
also announced that the next annual meeting will be held in Halifax.

Fred Lossing received a call from Jacques Labreque. He has a large collection of stuff 
in his basement, including some 11 inch diameter aluminum tubes. Talk to Fred if 
you are interested in anything.

Rolf Meier showed slides from the GA. He also announced that Rob Dick and Paul 
Boltwood won an award for the display that accompanied Rob's talk on shadow bands 
observed at the solar eclipse. Rolf also mentioned that there had been a meteor 
observing session on Thursday. We have always had showers this year - rain showers 
that is!

David Levy stopped to visit Rolf and Linda and stayed to visit the Center meeting. His 
comet peaked at magnitude 7 and is now too far south to be seen from here.

Dave Lauzon closed the meeting with a few comments. Do not forget the Observer of 
the Year award (for anyone who managed to do any observing through the rain). 
There is a possibility of a star party in Algonquin Park - more details later. And 
finally, please let Dave know at least a day in advance if you want to give a 
presentation at an Observers’ Group meeting. The meeting closed at 10:00 pm with 59 
people attending.
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The diamond ring flashes to life 
underneath the "sea horse" 
prominence. Photo by Doug 
George at the 1991 Total Solar 
Eclipse in Baja California, 
Mexico.

Directions to the 
Indian River Observatory

gravel road

Take Hwy 417 West to Hwy17 
Turn left at Hwy 44
Pass through Almonte, Right on Hwy 15 
Go 3 km to Clayton Road, Turn Left 
Turn right on Ramsay Conc. 8 
Cross bridge, road becomes gravel
Take next right (stop sign), 100 meters to IRO gate (on right) 
Gate Lock Combination is 10-35-48
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The Sky This Month Doug George
Mercury is visible in the morning, very low in the east, at the beginning of the month. 
Venus is very close to the sun. Mars moves from Taurus into Gemini, and rises about 
four hours after sunset. Jupiter is not visible this month. Saturn is in Capricornus, 
and is visible for most of the night.

Event Date EDT

First Quarter Sept. 3 18:39
Full Moon Sept. 11 22:17
Moonless Evening Observing Begins Sept. 17
Last Quarter Sept. 19 15:53
Fall Equinox - Autumn Begins Sept. 22 14:43
New Moon Sept. 26 06:40
Moonless Evening Observing Ends Oct. 3
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